Combining the main theorem with a result ofMalgrange [M3] , we can deduce the existence of the primitive form in the sense of K. Saito [Sk] , because its definition is purely microlocal. (We also show that there exists a primitive form whose associated exponents are different from the usual one.) But, to get a nontrivial result on the associated period mapping (e.g. the determination of its image or the construction of the inverse mapping), we need a completely new idea, because the period map behaves very wildly around the points of the discriminant corresponding to non rational double singularities and the support of the microlocal Gauss-Manin system is just the conormal of the discriminant, cf. [Ph] . For a moment his theory works well only in the case of rational double point and simple elliptic singularity where the non-negativity of the degree of the C*-action on the base space is essentially used, cf. also [Lo] etc.
As another application of the theorem, we get some information about the fr-function b(s) of/. By [M2] , (^l)" 1^) is the minimal polynomial of the action of -Qft on Mo/tMo, where MQ = V^c^t^Mo the saturation of Mo. Let M a be the subspace of M annihilated by a sufficiently high power to the transformation matrix for the two bases {ui} and {^}. Then MQ is compatible with the infinite direct sum decomposition M = ©At 0 In the case n = 1, the situation becomes simple and we get and mi > 1, and A is the set of rational numbers a such that 0 < a < 1 and the monodromy is not semisimple on its exp(-27no;)-eigenspace. This formula was inspired by a work of Cassou-Nogues [CN2] .
In general c^a depends holomorphically on the parameter of a p,-constant deformation, and we can determine the fr-function of the generic /i-constant deformation of a quasi-homogeneous polynomial in the case n = 1, cf. (4.2.6). In some special case, it was obtained by Cassou-Nogues using another method [CN1] . I am also informed that (4.2.6) is known to Briangon-Granger-Maisonobe, cf. [BGM] .
The contents of this paper are as follows.
In §1 we review some elementary facts in the theory of regular holonomic P-modules of one variable for non-specialists of D-modules (cf. also [BM] [Bo] ). In §2 we review the theory of filtered (micro-local) Gauss-Manin system (cf. also [SKK] [K2] [Ph] , etc.). We also explain the relation between the micro-local duality and the "higher residue pairing" of K. Saito (cf. also [0] ). Some of the facts in §1 and §2 (e.g. 2.2-4) were explained to Scherk-Steenbrink and used in [SS] . In §4 we introduce the notion of (A)-and (B)-lattice and prove the formal part of the main theorem, cf. 3.4-6. For the existence of the splitting of the Hodge nitration we prove 3.7 and use [V1] [S1] [SS] . In §4 the relation with fr-function and primitive form is explained. This paper is the revised version of [S3] and the most part of the results was obtained during my stay at Institut Fourier in 1982/83. I would like to thank the staff of the institute for the hospitality, and CNRS for financial support. I thank Professor Cassou-Nogues for useful communications.
1. Regular holonomic P-modules of one variable. (or P) , and L is stable by t9t. Because any regular holonomic P-module is uniquely extended to a T^-Module whose restriction to 5* is finite free over Os*, M will be sometimes identified with the extended Ds-Module. Then we can define the de Rham functor (dual of the solution) by
Let S be an open disc with a coordinate t, and put
where we use an old definition of DR so that DR (0) 
Morihiko SAITO where A 7 = A\{1} and A is a subset of C sucA that the composition A -> C -> C/Z is bijective and A 9 1. Moreover for simple objects M, JV wehaveExi^M^N) = Cif(M,N) = (0,5), (B,0) or(M(a),M(a)) and it is zero otherwise.
We can verify by induction on the length :
1.3. LEMMA. -The indecomposable objects ofMrh(P) are (up to isomorphism) :
. V/V(Qtt -a)\a € A') wAere i e N\{0}.
1.4.
Remarks. -1) By the above proof, any indecomposable object has a unique increasing filtration G such that GrfM is simple and Gi°M ^ 0 iff 0 <, i <, r -1, where r is the length of M. Moreover Gr°M = 0 for i even (resp. odd) and B for i odd (resp. even) if M is type I, III (resp. II, IV), and GrfM = M(o) if M is type V. For the existence of such a filtration we can also use :
2) The action of t is bijective, i.e. M is a meromorphic connection, if M is type I, V, and 9t is bijective, i.e. M is isomorphic to its microlocalization £ 0p M, if M is type II, V. Here £ is the germ of microdifferential operators at (0,(ft) , cf. [SKK] [Ph] .
3) Put K = DR(M), cf. (I.I.I), and L = K\s^ Then K = Rj^L,j\L,j^L respectively if M is type I, II, III, and these three coincide if M is type V. 4) Let / : X -> S be a Milnor fibration (resp. a projective morphism such that X is smooth and / is smooth over 5*). Then the indecomposable submodules of ( / Ox } are type II, V if j = 0 and n > 1 (resp. type V/ /o III, V and B in 1.2 (i.e. type IV with i = 1) for any j). The assertion in the case of Milnor fibration follows from the contractibility of the singular fiber, cf. [Ml] [Ph], etc. The assertion for / projective is equivalent to the local invariant cycle theorem (modulo the duality), because the latter is equivalent to Gr^M = 0 for any indecomposable submodule M of (!' j Ox j whose support is S and monodromy is unipotent. In fact by f ^ o the exact sequence
with the surjection of ^ on 5*, the local invariant cycle theorem is equivalent to the surjectivity of
T (the invariant part by the monodromy T)
for any M as above, and we have
This argument (with the above proof of 1.3) was used in the first analytic proof of the decomposition theorem of Beilinson-BernsteinDeligne-Gabber for / projective and dim 5 = 1 as above, cf. [S2] . (Here note that the intersection complexes are type III, V or B).
5) The above classification 1.3 was well-known to specialists more or less independently, cf. for example, [BM] [Bo] . We can also verify that it is equivalent to the following : 2) The lemma 1.5 was classically well-known in the meromorphic case, cf. also [Dl] . Moreover we have the isomorphism :
for A = exp(-27Tia) and a € A induced by u -» ^a -l exp(-JVlog t)u, where Loo = r(5*y7r*L) with TT : S* -> S* a. universal covering, L^ = Ker (Ts -\ : Loo -» I/oo)» A^ = (27^^)~llog Tu and T = T^Tu is the Jordan decomposition of the monodromy. Here we used the natural inclusion (1.6.2) M^^j^Os^cŵ here j : S* -^ S is the natural inclusion, cf. [Dl] . Note that the natural morphism :
01 for a ^ -N and (1.6.1) is true for a general M € M^(T>). We can also prove 1.5 for a general M using (1.6.3), because the functor M ->• M 01 is exact, and M = ©^N-^î fsupp M = {0}. Note that the filtration V is exhaustive and separated, and is independent of the coordinate t; in fact, V is characterized by the following conditions (due to Kashiwara, cf. [K3] ) :
(1.7.1) VM are finite 0-submodules and M = U^V^M.
(1.7.2) t^M) C V^M, WM) C V^M and t^M) = V^M^a > 0). 2.1. Let / : X -> V be a morphism of complex manifolds with dim X = n + m and dim Y = m. The Gauss-Manin system is naturally defined as a filtered complex of right P-Modules :
cf. [S5, §2] . Let (2/1,... ,2/w) be a local coordinate system of V, and put f^ = f*yi,9i = 9/9yi and 3 = (3i,...,3m)-Then the corresponding filtered complex of left P-Modules is denoted by / (Ox^F) and locally Jf expressed by
where the differential and the P-Modules structure is given by Proof. -Note that the assertion is clear, il / is proper. In this case, we can show the commutativity of /" and lim, and the stability of c-soft sheaves by inductive limit.
In the general case, we take a flabby resolution K -^ I so that Rf^K = /^J, and consider the distinguished triangles : Proof. -Let (rci,..., Xn+m) be a local coordinate system of X such that Xi = fi for i <, m. Then the first assertion is clear. The graded complex ) is the Koszul complex associated to 7^(1 < i < m), 0(n times) € End (Ox [n] ), where r] = (?7i,... ,r}m) and rfi = Gr 9i. Therefore it is graded quasi-isomorphic to the Koszul complex associated to O(ntimes) 6 End (Ox) shifted by m to the right. Then we get the assertion, because the last complex is isomorphic to Gr A* by the natural morphism.
Remark. -^t'^iy is globally well-defined, but n;c [^] ls n0^* ^n e exterior product by df\ A ... A dfm. corresponds to the transformation of left Py-Modules to right Modules.
Let / : X -^ Y and yi , fi, etc. be as above. Put Z = X x Y
and Bx\z = / Ox where i : X -> Z \s the immersion by the graph of /.
for a € Ox and P € C[<9], where (a®?) is identified with (a(giP)IK(i/,-/,). Let F be the filtration of Bx\z by the order of 9 (i.e. induced by that on 'Dza6(yj -fj)) shifted by m. Then we get the natural isomorphism
where (FpDRz/yBx^ = ^x ®Fp+kBx\z-Tensoring (2.5.1) by £x over Vx (where £x is defined on T*X, cf.
[KK]), we get
where Cx\z has the filtration F induced by that of £z shifted by m = codim^X. We define the micro-local filtered Gauss-Mania system by (In this case, we can also use dim f(Xr) < r and dim Xr < r(r < m), where Xr = {rank df^ < r}.) We can also verify for y € Y :
where (Sing f)y = Sing fnf~\y). lf{x} = (Sing /)y, (2.5.8) is equivalent to :
(2.5.9) / is a deformation of a function with an isolated singularity on a /* °n eighborhood of y, iff j Cx\z is in a generic position at TyY H A, cf. [KK] .
Here the first condition means that y has a neighborhood of the form S x T such that dim S = 1 and pr^ o / is smooth on a neighborhood of a;, where pr^ : S x T -^ T. From now on, we assume the above equivalent conditions. By restricting X and V, we also assume for 0 < 6,6' < e < 1 :
1 ) e C^1 x T : \x\ < e,f\x) e 5}, where /' is defined by f{x, t') = {f(x, ^').
Here t = t^ and t' = (^2,..., 4i). We may assume (2.5.11) n > 0, because the case n = 0 is a deformation of A^-singularity and not so much interesting. By (2.5.10) we have a factorization / = p' o i' where p' : Z' = X XT Y -^ V is the second projection. Then we have
where 9, = 9/9ti for 1 < i <, m and the filtration and the differential of x/r^i] are g^n by
Here note that / is a Stein morphism and Q^/y are /^-acyclic. We denote also by F the induced filtration on / Ox ' -= ^k [ Ox and
Ox ) is independent ofe in (2.5.10) and o (2.5.13) (y 0 ^x,F) = (^^x/T^ian because ^^'x/s are locally constant on the fibers of /, if / is smooth. By [Ph] we have the canonical isomorphism
(Here we may assume rf = dt^ by changing the coordinates and the decomposition Y = S x T). In fact, the morphism in (2.5.14) is the natural morphism associated to the micro-localization and the right hand side is a holonomic T>y,o-module by [KK, 5.1.1] . Therefore its kernel and cokernel are finite free (9y,o-modules, because its micro-localization induces an 0 isomorphism on ro*y. But the action of 9i is bijective on the both terms of (2.5.14) by the exact sequencê
Thus we get (2.5.14). As to the filtration F, we have
} is a regular sequence. We also verify the stability of ^F.n { Ox\ by <9f 1 so that
Then the isomorphism (2.5.14) induces
because it is enough to show it for q = -n and in this case we can reduce the assertion to the case Y == S using the non-characteristic restriction to S x {0}, cf.
[K2] [Ph] . In fact, (2.5.17) is equivalent to the assertion that its first term is an <?y,^ (0) Remark. -The right hand side of (2.5.15) is called the Brieskorn lattice. We can also verify the coincidence of 3f 1 with the inverse of the natural connection ^Q/Q^ defined on it, using (2.5.2).
2.6.
Let the notation and the assumption (i.e. (2.5.5)(2.5.10) and (2.5.11)) be as above. We assume further Y = 5, i.e. T = {0} in (2.5.10). Put
Then M is quasi-unipotent and has the filtration V, cf. 1.7. We denote also by F the induced filtration on Gr^M. Note that the freeness of Mo follows from the inclusion Mo C V^M proved in [Ml, Kl] . (It can be also proved as in [Ka] with n^^(log^) replaced by A^, where A\ : == {u € ^ : d/ A «; = 0}.) Let Jr^oo, C) be the cohomology of the Milnor fiber, and ^(X^.C)^ the kernel of Ts -\ where T = TsTn is the Jordan decomposition of the Milnor monodromy, cf. [St] . Then (^oo, C) has the natural mixed Hodge structure whose Hodge filtration is compatible with the monodromy decomposition [loc. cit] :
H^X^Q^^H^X^C)B
y (1.6.1) we have the isomorphisms (2.6.2) H^X^ C)A = Gi^M for a > 0 and A == exp(-2^a).
Moreover this isomorphism is compatible with the Hodge filtration i e (2.6.3)
cf.
[V1][S1-2] (see also the revised version of [SS] for a proof using a language which is not so much sophisticated). Note that (2.6.3) was (essentially) first found by Varchenko [VI] , but he used essentially the filtration [Sl] . This is why we have to take Gr^ instead of y^M^-^/y^M^-1 ] as in the first version of [SS] . By the same reason we may not use <9fMo in M[t~1].
In [S4, §4] we gave some explanation of (2.6.3) from the view point of (mixed) Hodge Modules (i.e. (2.5.7) (2.5.17) are essential). This gives also a proof of (2.6.3) without using a compactification of /.
2.7.
FpM are free of rank r over R,
. Let F be the filtration of R, K by the order of <9<, i.e. FpR = jR n Fp£. Then (M, F) is isomorphic to a direct sum of (K, F) as a filtered K-module. We define the right action of $ on £ ®K M by (P 0 ZA)$ = P$ 0 IA -P 0 f or $ == ^i,<92,...,<9^, where <9z = 9/9ti and <' = (^,...,^m) are the coordinates of T. We consider the Koszul complex C' associated to the right action of 9^,... 9m, where C' is shifted by m -1 to the left so that C^ = 0 for k < -m or k > 0. We define the filtration F on £ 0j< M and C'by
Let (G,F) be the mapping cone of the right action ti :
Then C is the Koszul complex associated to the right action of ti, c?2,.
•., Qm' By definition we have a natural morphism (G,
In fact it is enough to show the acyclicity of C(Gr^C -> Gr^M) for any (or some) p, because FpC 1 ', FpM are finite Fo^-modules, cf.
[SKK] etc. Let m be the maximal ideal of OT '-= Or,o-Then it is enough to show its acyclicity after tensoring Or/^ over OT for any j > 0, cf. [Se] , because Gr^, Gr^M are finite over Op.y^ = Gr ^f, where P*V is the projective bundle associated to r*Y, cf. [SKK] .
By definition Gv^C ^OT Orl^3 is the Koszul complex associated to the action of i\ (g) id -id (g) <i, rf 1^ 0 id -id 0 rf 1^^' ^ 2) on
where n = Gr 9i. Here the action of ^i,^" 1^ ^ 2) on Gr^M/m-7 Gr^M is nilpotent, because it is finite dimensional. Then we may assume that their action is zero, taking the graduation associated to some filtration, because these actions are commutative. We get the assertion by the fact that t^.r^r^i >_ 2) is a regular sequence of OP.Y^I^OP.Y^ = C{^i,... ^TfS,... ^f 1^} ^OT OT/^, cf. [Se] . Thus we get the canonical filtered free resolution of (M,F).
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Morihiko SAITO By definition D(M,F) the dual of (M,F) is given by
where F[j] is defined by F[j]p = Fp-j for j,p 6 Z. Here the right hand side is a filtered right f-module, and for the transformation to the left module we shall use the anti-involution P ^ P* of £ such that (2.7.4) <=^, ^ =-<9,, cf. [SKK] .
We consider the canonical isomorphisms as right £ -modules
We define the right action of$= ^1,^(2 > 2) on Hom^(M,J^) by Morihiko SAITO (using, for example, the micro-localization of the duality in [S5, §2] applied to a compactification of /). As a corollary, we get the existence and the uniqueness of the "higher residue pairing" of K. Saito [Sk] on the GaussManin system of a versal deformation, because Ch(M) is smooth and the multiplicity is one in this case, cf. for example [Ph] etc. (This name comes from the fact that the restriction of S to Gr^M = Q^^/d/' A n^/r (( 2.7.10)) is the residue pairing of Grothendieck, where GifK = OT ® Q{ by definition.) The above construction was inspired by Kashiwara's interpretation of the higher residue pairings as the duality (cf. [0] ) and the residue pairings (unpublished) of £ -Modules. We can also check directly that (2.7.12) corresponds to the higher residue pairing by the above construction using the facts in [loc. cit].
The above identification is compatible with base change of T. From now on we assume T = {0},m = 1, and use the notations in §1. We have (2.7.13) 5(11^, M 0 ) C C (g) Q^ if a + /3 = i and 0 otherwise, by (2.7.8-9), and it induces the perfect pairings (2.7.14) GryS:
whcie F on C is defined by Gr^C = 0 for p ^ 0, and Grf(AT,F) = (C,F[z]). We can also verify that the perfect pairings (2.7.14) correspond to the perfect pairing of mixed Hodge structure on the Milnor cohomology by the isomorphism (1.6.1) (in particular, S is compatible with the rational structure ^(XooiQ) up to Tate twist, cf. Appendix of [S3] .) In fact we can easily verify that (2.7.14) corresponds to the pairing of <^(i.e. Gr^ for r°0 < a < 1) of /_ (Ox^F) where / is a compactification of /), because (f> J7 does not change by the microlocalization. Then the assertion follows from the general theory of mixed Hodge Modules, cf. [S6] .
Let Hn(X^,C) be the dual of jr^Xo^C), and S* the induced duality on it by S. Let I be the intersection form on Hn(Xoo,C), and put ffn(Xoo,C)^i = @^Hn(Xoo,C)\. Then we have up to sign (and Tate twist, depending of the definition of I) : The following lemma will be used in §4. where W is the weight filtration of H. Then we have H = Cp,^9 by [D2] and G^ D ©gJ^9. Since S is a duality of mixed Hodge structure, we have .
LEMMA. -Let H be ^(X^C)^ or ^(X^^C^ with the duality of mixed Hodge structures S : H <g) H -> C(-r) defined over

p'^r-p q
The conditions T^ C G^" and ^G^ C G^" 1 are clear by
T^ C ^(same for F, T^), ^^ c ^"^(same for F)
ATTV, c TVi-2.
2.9.
Let Y = S x T as in 2.7, i.e. S and T are polydiscs such that dim S = 1. Let (M,F) be a filtered regular holonomic fy-Module on In particular V is also finite on each Gr^M. We check that Gr^, Gr^r commute with the restriction Osx^'}^ an d dim Gr^ Gr^M(^) are constant for t 1 6 T.
Let ^ € Der T be a vector field on T. Then : M-.M is not C^-linear and does not induce a well-defined map $ : M(t') -> M(^) if $7^ 0. But Gr^^"^ : Gr^M ^ Gr^M is Or-linear and induces
Gr^-^ : Gr^M(^) -. Gr^M(t')
so that G^F^-l^( y a G^^M(^)) C V^G^M^').
2.10.
Remark. -In the case of Gauss-Manin system associated to a /^-constant deformation /' (cf. (2.5.10)), we can check the assumption (2.9.1) using [V3] (or [S6] and the vanishing cycle functor (j) along /'). We have the isomorphism (2.10.1) the local moduli of /^-constant deformation is determined by the Brieskorn lattice (as a subspace of the Gauss-Manin system), in the case the /^-constant stratum T is smooth. Here (2.10.1) means the injectivity of the "period map" (defined on a neighborhood of 0 € T) :
where the parallel translation given by M 7^ in 2.9 is used to define ^. Let This implies the injectivity of d$ and $, ^ on a neighborhood of 0, because T is a smooth subspace of a versa! deformation so that Dery 3 $ ^-> $/' €°x / ^ {9f'IQxi)Ox is injective.
0<,i<n+l
Note that (2.10.1) is not true, if the Brieskorn lattice F-nM(^) is replaced by GryF-nM^) (i.e. the Hodge filtration F on ^(Xo^C), cf. (2.6.3)); for example /' = x 4 + y 6 4-t^y 3 , where F is constant, because it is compatible with the decomposition H'^^Xoo.C) = @H n {Xoo,C)\ and dimff^Xo^C^lorO. so that PpM" = <9f Gr^Mo. Then F is a finite increasing filtration of M a by assumption, and satisfies This condition is equivalent to the splitting : Proof. -We define a finite decreasing filtration
and put [/"Mo = My n U^M. Then we have is a discreet valuation ring (cf. 1.8). we can change Va,i (without changing [va,i] ) by induction on a so that
Note that (3.4.3) implies (3.4.4) {va,i}i is an R-basis of Gr^Mo = Gr^y°M(c Gr^M), because the inclusion Gr^Mo C Gi^VM is clear by (3.4.2) and {v^ J, is an A-basis of Gr^V^M by Gr^Gr^M <---G". Then if^,, satisfies (3.4.3) for /3 < a and Va,i € U^MQ for some 7 < a, we can apply (3.4.4) to 7, and change Va,i by adding ^^9^jv^j with (^ € It, so that j" a,i € U^M for any 7 < a by induction on 7, where 9-^,jV^,j € V^M, Let pa : Mo n P 0 -^ G 0 be the natural projection induced by the decomposition (1.5.1). Then pa is surjective by the above construction of Va^ We can also check the injectivity using the definition of P 0 , because MQ n ^ l^M 0 = 0.
Therefore we get a unique section v of pr satisfying (3.4.1), because MQ H P D ©Mo H P" is clear and we have the inclusion C by
Then v is a good section by definition. In fact, (v^V) 0 ' C (pr^V) 0 is clear and we have the isomorphisms Mo n P" --^ Gr^Gr^M ^ Gr^Gr^M ^ Gr^^Mo which implies the inclusion D. 
PROPOSITION. -Let the notations and the assumptions be as in
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Proof. -Set V = pr^V = v*V on Mo, and define
Then the assumption pr^V == v*y implies that the composition
is well-defined and the identity. Therefore we get a splitting of F on Gr^M by the direct sum decomposition because Gr^ Gr^M = Gr^Gr^M = Gr^Mo. On the other hand we have a natural isomorphism
because the P-linear morphism [^"^M -+ M is compatible with (1.5.1) and strictly compatible with V. In particular, we get
because the injectivity of the morphism in the right hand side is clear by (3.5.2) and the both sides of (3.5.3) have the same dimension over K by (/"At = K 0^ V^o. Therefore (3.5.2) gives also the splitting of U on each M a , which implies the assertion because (3.1.2) is clear. Proof. -Let U be an opposite (A)-filtration, and P, v as in 3.4. We have QttP C P by (3.1.5), and ^P C P by (3.1.2). Then (Mo n P) c Mo n 9^P = Mo n P + ^(Mo n P), because
THEOREM. -Let the notations and the assumptions be as in
Mo n P ---^ MO/Q^MQ <---Mo n ^P/^Mo n P). Therefore we get (3.6.1), and the uniqueness ofAo and Ai are clear. Moreover the opposite filtration constructed in (3.5.1) coincides with the original one by the proof of 3.4-5 (i.e. the two G 01 coincide).
Now let v be a good section of pr satisfying (3.6.1), and put V = pr^V == v*V on Mo. Then natural inclusion. By decreasing induction on a we shall show Im c^a C U^M^^a < /?), which is equivalent to (3.6.3). Here c^a are uniquely determined by the bijectivity of (3.6.4). We denote by TT^ the isomorphism
Then we have^C^a
By (3.6.1-2) and by inductive hypothesis we get
where Gr^Ai is identified with an endomorphism of M^ by the isomorphism Af^ = Gr^Mo. This implies
where N = -(9ft -a) on M a . Therefore the assertion is reduced to (3.6.6) the eigenvalues of Gr^Ai are a, or equivalently (3.6.7) Gr^Mo = V Gr^M, because U^Afo = R 0c v^Jlo). But (3.6.7) follows from the proof of 3.5, because Gr&Mo C V 01 Gi^M and G 01 ---> Gr^ Gr^M.
To show that M^ is the a-eigenspace of Ai, it is enough to show its stability by Ai (cf. (3.6.6) be a filtered C-linear map whose composition with the canonical projection WjH -^ GrJ^jy is the natural inclusion. (Such a map exists using a basis of PGr^H compatible with F.) By assumption ImN^Sj C W-j^H and we can modify Sj so that Im N^SJ C W-j^aH for any a > 4 by induction on a. In fact we use the condition b) for j + a -1 and the factorization N 3^-1 == W^1^-2 , where N^Wj+a^i C Wy-i follows from a > 4. Thus we get 5j such that N 3+l Sj = 0, and these 5^ give a lifting of (3.7.1) to ff, which implies d).
Assume now c). Put Kj = Ker N 3 and J 1 = Im N\Then we have isomorphisms
because d) holds always if we forget F. In particular we get the isomorphisms
By the condition c), (3.7.2) induces the isomorphisms be a filtered C-linear map whose composition with the natural projection Kj^H -^ G^Gif^H is the inverse of (3.7.2). Then these sj induce the filtered isomorphisms for i >, 0 :
by (3.7.3). Therefore we get Y^ N^s, : e,>^o(Gr^A:iH,FM)-^(ff,F) j^i^o which implies d).
3.8 Remark. -In the case of Brieskom lattice (cf. 2.6), the conditions b) and c) are satisfied by (2.6.3). By the proof of 3.6, GryAo = ©Aa+i,a is identified with -N by the isomorphisms TT^ if we take a good section corresponding to an opposite (B)-filtration, cf. the remark after the proof of 3.6.
The differential equation (3.6.1) is uniquely determined by the eigenspace decomposition by Ai, because Ao represents the action of / on Oy : = Sl^/df A f%,o(= Mo/^Mo). Remaxk. -Assume n is even (i.e.the duality S,on ^(XooyQ)^ is anti-symmetric), and JT^Xoe^Q)! contains H' © H' 1 as a direct factor of mixed Hodge structure compatible with S and N^ where H' = ©o^ff^ff 77 = ©K^ff^ff'z = H\ = Q(-z -(n -2)/2),NH f i = 1(1 > 0),^jr'2 = ir'^NH^ = 7\Wi = 0, and S(ff',ff") = 0. Then S(H^, ff^) ^ 0 iff t +j = 3 (same for ff"), because ^ = F^pH' for p == z + (n -2)/2.
In this case we have an (A)-(but not (B)-) opposite filtration U of F on ff 7 © ff" (hence on ff^XooiQ)) compatible with S. For example the splitting F^V^ for p = t + (n -2)/2 is generated by 63(1 = 3),e2 and /2 -I-^3(1 = 2),ei and /i(z = 1) and eo -/i(i = 0), where eâ nd /i are a generator of H^ and H'^ such that S(eo^3) = S(/i,/2). By the same argument as above, the corresponding section v satisfies S(Imv, Imv)CC^^n~l. Therefore M^ is compatible with the decomposition M 0 = G^ © QtGf or 0 < /3 < 1. Now we assume that the splitting of Hodge filtration is orthogonal with respect to the duality (cf. 2.8). Then by (3.10.2) we have On the other hand we have (4.1.6) Ker / H ^ = Ker (^v, c^) : G 0 ~> ©^^a^G^1.
In fact the multiplication of / on ftf is identified with Ao, i.e. the action of t on ~Mo (cf. 3.6), and For the proof of (4.2.5) we need some construction. By the condition of isolated singularity, / must contain a monomial x^ or x^y^ and y 71 or xy 71 . Therefore the weight of/is either (m~1, n~1), (m~1, (m-^m'^n" 1 ) or ((n-l)(mn-l)-" 1 , (m-l)(mn-l)-1 ), i.e. / contains x m -{-y n ,x m +xy n and x' m 'y -+-xy 71 respectively. In these three cases, we define F C C[a;,y] to be the subspace generated by x i y 3 such that 0<i<m-2,0<j<n-2; 0<i<m-l,0<j <n-2or(z,j) = (0,n-l) ; O^z <m-l, 0<j < n -1 respectively. We denote by F 0 the subspace of F generated by x^y :f such that(z + l)wo + (j 4-l)^i = a. Then for / generic the natural map r -> flf defined by g -^ gdx A dy is an isomorphism, and hence induceŝ --> n^ (i.e. we have chosen <y/s).
We prove the assertion (4.2.5) in the case ^ dim T 0 < dim r 04 " 1 .
(3<a
The argument is same in the other case if we restrict to a good subspace of (D/^ar^ whose dimension is same as r 0 " 1 " 1 . We take monomials /i-y for 0 < 7 <, a -ai such that /i^r 0 " 7 C T^1 (in particular a(fa^) -ai = a4-l-a+7=7+l>l)and C/i^r"" 7 -^ F^1 is injective. Put /' = / + V^ ^/i-7 for t^ € C generic.
0<7^Q-ai
Then it is enough to show the equality (4.2.5) for this /', because the inequality < is clear and dim M^nQfG^1 is maximal on the open stratum.
Here we may assume that / is generic and the morphism r -> fly is bijective. For g € r^(y8 < a), we have {Qtt -f3){gdx A dy) = ^ -Q^t^gds A dy) 0<7<a-ai But in some cases, there exists a basis {vj} of MQ over C{{^~~1}} and over C{(}, which satisfies (4.3.1-3), but whose eigenvalues a/s are different from the usual exponents, cf. the example below.
Corresponding to a basis satisfying (4.3.1-3), we can show the existence of a primitive form in the sense of K. Saito [Sk] [0] using a result of Malgrange.
We now assume that (M, F) is associated to a versal deformation, i.e. dim Y = /A. Let (M(0), F) be its restriction to S x {0} C Y = S x T, i.e. FpM(O) = Os <S>OY FpM. Let {^} be a basis of F-nM(O) over C{{9^}} satisfying (4.3.1-3). According to Malgrange, the theorem (5.9) in [M3] is true without the hypothesis on the monodromy (Z*), cf. [M4] . Therefore a basis satisfying (4.3.1) is uniquely extended to a basis of F^nM over R = Or{{9t~1}} (cf. (2.7.1)), denoted also by {uj, such that t^v = Ao(t')v + Ai<9f By (4.3.2) there exists some j such that pr (vj) generates Gr^M = "it/^/^ A n^/^) o over Ox,o. (By Nakayama's lemma it is enough to check this condition for the restriction to t' = 0.) Then < = Q^VJ satisfies the conditions of primitive form. In fact it remains to check the condition on the Euler operator E, but this follows immediately from A^Vj = ajVj, i.e. Vj is an eigenvector of Ai. We get EC, = oyC, i.e. Evj = (oy -1)^, because E is uniquely characterized by the conditions t\Q^ -E € ^ Or^Qi i>i and E(F-nM) C F-nM (cf. [loc. cit]), and we use (4.3.4).
